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Today’s world is complex, interconnected and in perpetual transformation. Even
the smallest decision can impact society and the planet. How do we ensure that
political and economic leaders, and all decision-makers, are fully aware of key
global challenges, are well equipped to integrate these elements in their
professional practices and assume the consequences of their choices?
The Sustainability Literacy Test », Sulitest, was created following the United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development, RIO + 20 (Article 47 of the final document "Assess
and Report"). Easy to use, on-line, multiple choice question format, this test consists of an
identical an international set of questions identical for all users throughout the world, and
other specialized module of local questions that take into account national, regional and
cultural specificities (environment, laws, and practices). It is also possible to create
"customized" modules with a specific set of questions personalized to their own needs and
culture (CSR strategy, sector or professions challenges …)
This test, led by an independent NGO, is supported by some forty international institutions
and networks such as UNESCO, UNEP, UNGC PRME, GRLI, IAU or UNDESA. He has received
numerous supporters from personalities, universities, student networks and companies from
around the world.
Recognized as one of the 17 featured initiatives on United Nations partnerships for
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), Sulitest is now one of the tools for measuring and
monitoring the SDGs. Each Sulitest question is aligned with one or more goal of the global
Agenda signed by 193 States, creating the largest database on citizens' awareness and
understanding to SDGs. Sulitest will present its annual report to the High-Level Political
Forum (HLPF), to be held at UN Headquarters in July. A specific module on SDGs carried out
by UNDESA has also been launched.
Initially deployed in the academic world, it has already taken by
more than 60,000 students from 500 universities in 53 countries.
Sulitest is now used by any kind of organization (Corporation, NGO,
institutions…). Today it is used both as a support tool as a support
tool for internal change management, for training and awareness
raising and for “revealing the talents” of their future employees.
contact@sulitest.org
www.sulitest.org
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